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Abst rac t - -A  second order accurate, characteristic-based, finite dit~erence scheme is developed for 
scJdar conservation laws with source terms. The scheme is an extension d well-known second order 
scalar schemes for homogerteous conservation laws. Such schemes have proved immensely powerful 
when applied to homogc~teous systems of conseTvation laws using flux-difference splitting. Many 
application areas, however, involve inhomogeneous systems of conservation laws with source terms, 
and the scheme presented here is applied to such systems in a subsequent paper. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The method of upwind differencing in the field of computational fluid dynamics began with the 
work of Courant, Isa~cson and Rees [1], and for the constant-coefficient scalar equation 
u~ + au~ = 0, a = constant, (1.1) 
where u = u(z,t), can be written as 
ft  n , At uj -- uj_x, for a > 0, 
+x=uy-a  . . 
uj+ 1 -uy ,  for a<0,  
(1.2) 
where u(j Az, n At) ~ u~ and Az, At are mesh spacings in the z, t directions, respectively. 
This scheme can be regarded as an approximation tothe method of characteristics which solves 
the equivalent pair of ordinary differential equations for (1.1), namely ~-~du = 0, i.e., u = constant, 
along d= -~ = a. The scheme given by (1.2) is first order accurate, and many extensions of this to 
second order accurate schemes for the non-linear conservation law 
ut + I, = 0, (1.3) 
where f = f(u), have been made; the most notable ones being by Roe and Baines [2], Sweby 
and Baines [3], Engquist and Osher [4,5], Harten and Osher [6] and Harten, Osher, Engquist 
and Chakravarthy [7]. The schemes all entail a device to avoid non-physical oscillations which 
occur with classical second order schemes such as Lax and Wendroff's [8]. All of these schemes 
have subsequently been applied, with much success, to the Euler equations of gas dynamics using 
various flux-difference splitting techniques ( ee, e.g., [9-11]), and all have good shock-capturing 
properties by design. 
Many systems of conservation laws, like the Euler equations in Cartesian geometry, are homo- 
geneous, i.e., they do not contain source terms. There are systems, however, which do contain 
source terms, and it is desirable that there should be second order accurate schemes, with similar 
good shock-capturing properties, capable of predicting flows governed by inhomogeneous systems 
T~e,~ by ~.M,.~-T~ 
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of equations with source terms. Examples of such systems include the shallow water equations, 
and the Euler equations for duct flows or axially symmetric flows. Some of the schemes referred 
to above have been modified to apply to inhomogeneous systems (see, e.g., [12,13]). Essentially, a 
second order accurate scheme for the equivalent homogeneous equations was adapted to include 
the source terms to first order accuracy, and then flux limiters were applied to suppress non- 
physical oscillations. Although these schemes were successful in their application to a number of 
fluid flow problems, there remained some unanswered questions. 
First, the schemes are not strictly second order accurate. Second, it is not prescribed where 
the source term should be evaluated, and finally, it is not clear which terms should be 'limited,' 
bearing in mind that the creation of new extrema, that are physically correct, should not be 
suppressed. The purpose of this paper is to resolve the first two issues by developing a second 
order accurate scheme for a scalar, inhomogeneous, hyperbolic onservation law. This scheme is 
then extended to systems of conservation laws with source terms using flux-difference splitting, 
in a subsequent paper which will include well-known examples. It is then planned to resolve 
the remaining issue in the near future. Our main aim in this paper will be to obtain a simple 
extension of the scalar scheme in [2] and [3] in an 'increment' (first order) and 'transfer' (second 
order) form. The subsequent paper for systems represents a generalisation f schemes in [9,10,12], 
for example. 
2. A SCALAR CONSERVATION LAW WITH A SOURCE TERM 
In this section, we describe the first order upwind scheme and the second order Lax-Wendroff 
scheme for a single conservation law. 
Consider the hyperbolic problem 
u, + f~ = h(z, u), (z, t) • ( -co ,  oo) x [0, T], (2.1) 
with initial data 
u(z, O) = uo(z), (2.2) 
for the function u = u(z, t), where f = f(u) is a convex flux function and the source term h(z, u) 
contains no derivatives of u. Equation (2.1) can be written as 
=,+a(=)=,  = h(x ,u ) ,  (2.3) 
where a(u) = f (u ) ,  and the characteristics solution can be written 
du 
~-= h(z,u), (2.4a) 
along 
dx --~= a(u). (2.4b) 
If we consider a(u) to be constant, say a, in the time interval [t,t + At], then we can integrate 
Equations (2.4a,b) to give 
At 
u(z,  t + A:)  = u(= - a At ,  t) + h(8) ds, 
J0  
(2.5a) 
where 
hCs) = h (x - a (At -- s), u(x -- a (At  -- s ) , , ) ) .  (2.5b) 
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3. FIRST ORDER SCHEME 
We now construct a first order scheme based on integrating Equation (2.4a) along the charac- 
teristics given by (2.4b) in an approximate manner. 
Define a grid z i = zi_l + Az in the z-direction with constant mesh spacing Az, and a grid 
in the t-direction tn = tn-1 + At with mesh spacing At, and denote by u~ an approximation 
to u(zi,tn ). Consider the interval [zj_l,zi] of length Az and suppose that a(u) > 0, so that 
Equation (2.5a) can be approximated as
u~ +1 -uqi_½ % At h(z%_~ ,uqj_½), 
where 
zqj_½ = z i - ai_ ½ At, 
and uq#_~, ai_ ½ are approximations to u(zOi_½ ,t), a(u), respectively. 
given by f(uT) _ f(uT-1) 
u 7 - ui # - = --  U j _  1 a j _~ 
fI(1(UT_1-~-UT)), Uj =n .nj_l, 
and set 
(3.1a) 
(3.2a) 
We choose ai_ ½ as 
(3.3a,b) 
At At . f .  
uq#_~ = u~ - ~-~xa i_½ (u~ - u~_1) = ~ - ~-~z ( i - f~j-1), (3.4) 
where JT = f(uT)" The approximation given by (3.4) is consistent with the first order upwind 
scheme (1.2) in the case h - 0. 
If we now consider a(u) to take any sign, we have the following first order scheme for the 
solution of (2.1) and (2.2), considered cell-wise 
.~-bl _. U~_I ' (3 .5a)  
.~-bl ._ "7 - -  //J--~ (U7 -- U7"-1) "~" At h (zj - aj_~ At, u 7 - -  ;/j_~ ("7 -- "7--1)) , 
(3.5b) 
for v~_½ > 0, 
,,,+i . . ( ) j--1 =Uj-1 //j_~(U~ Uj_I).~_At h z i _1_a i _½At ,  n _ _ , - - 
u~ +1 - u~, (3.5d) 
for vi_ ½ < O, where 
At 
vi_ ½ : aj_½ ~z"  
Alternatively, we can write Equations (3.5a-d) pointwise, centred on z i as 
u~ +1 = - . ~+~ ( 
v~_½ ~_~/ 
-v.-" ~ (ui~+l- u7) +At ~+'h  (zOO+ ,uO;+, )~+, vi  ½ ' 
where 
= z i  - A t ,  and  
At 
(3 .6 )  
(3.7a) 
(3.7b) 
(3.7c) 
(3.7d) 
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If we expand h (zQ, ,uQ* )about (xQ. ,u~) Equation(3.Ta) gives, to first order, \ J~½ i~½ \ J=F½ ' 
B7+1 n n n 
u~_½ b+½ (3.8) 
Equation (3.8) represents a first order scalar algorithm that can be easily extended to systems. 
If we wish to simplify this algorithm further we may expand h(zj - a~:~: ½At, u~') about (zj, u~') 
so that, again to first order, 
B7+1 = U7 -- ~L~ (U7 -- B7-1) -- /~j--l-~ (BJ %1 -- BT) 
.4 -  
+ At + At 
I 
~+~ h(z#,u~). (3.9) 
v¢+~ 
The scheme given by (3.9) can be expressed cell-wise as 
U7+1 = 117 -~- ~th(zj ,uT)-  lJj_~ (u 7 - B7_1) , 
Bn+l --" Un j - l )  -- Vj_~ j - l ) ,  j--1 j -1  -F At h(z j -1 ,  u n (u~ -- u n 
pj_½ >0, (3.10a) 
uj_½ < 0, (3.10b) 
(see a schematic representation in Figure 1). 
n+l 
n 
.u .  , )  -v j~A(u j -u j _ l )+A th (x j ,  u j )  n n )+ath(x j  1 n n n n -v j_~A(uj-uj_ 1 _ j -~ 
j -1  3 3-1 j 
o j.~A < 0 v j_jA 
Figure 1. Schematic representation f the first order scheme. 
4. SECOND ORDER SCHEME 
We now derive a second order scheme for the solution of (2.1) and (2.2). 
Equation (2.1) with respect o t gives 
uu + fx t  = ht = hu ut ,  
where 
Thus, using (2.1) and (4.2), Equation (4.1) yields 
utt = hu (h  - f:c) - -  ( (h  - fz) ft)x 
>0 
Differentiating 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
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so that, expanding as a Taylor series as before, 
At ~ At ~ 
u(z~, t .+At )=u+At(h - f . )+ . -~-hu(h - f . ) -T ( (h - f . ) f ) . ,  (4.4) 
where the terms of the right-hand side of (4.4) are evaluated st (zj, tn). Following Equation (4.4), 
we propose the following scheme centred on z~ 
At'[ 1 ( ( J~+~:~) )  1 ( (• i f - , ) ) ]  
2 , (4.5) 
where hi±½, (hu)~±½, f~:~ represent approximations to h(z,u), hu(z,u), f~(u), respectively, 
with z ~ [z~_l,zj] and u ~ [u~_l,u~], i.e., at time level n. As in Section 3, we set 
= j+l - u~ uj+ x uj (4.6a,b) 
aJ't'~ -- f; 't"~ f ,  (~( t l j . i . l  _l. u~))  n 'u'$n .._ ,11~÷1, 
and simihrly for a~_~ = f;_~. We now wish to choose h~,  (h.)~. t so that gquation (4.5) 
matches (4.4) to O(AS). 
Since (hu)j~.~ only appear in the second order terms, we set 
(h,)~.½ = h , , ( z j ,  u'~) (4.7) 
and approximate 
where 
h~_½---h(~,~), (4.8) 
= px$-x + (1 -p)x$, 
~ = qun~_x +(X-q)u~,  
with similar expressions for hj+½. From (4.9), we get 
p e [0, I], (4.9) 
q e [0, I], (4.10) 
~=z~- -p (z~- -z~_1)=z j - -pAz ,  
and from (4.10), 
- " " Az  u (x~, t , )  + O(Az2) .  = u~ -- q (u~ -- ~-1)  = ~ -- q 
Thus, using (4.11) and (4.12), we rewrite Equation (4.8) as 
h~_~ = h( : i  - ~-,  ~ - ~-) ,  
h~+ i = h(z~ + z+,  u~ + u+),  
~.  = O(Ax) ,  , , .  = o(Ax) .  
and similarly, 
where 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
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Substituting the approximations given by (4.6a)-(4.7) and (4.13)-(4.15) into (4.5), we obtain, 
after expanding all terms about (zj, u~), the following expression for the right-hand side of (4.5) 
u+At(h-f=)+~'~--(h-f=)hu+'-'2- ttu~,l= ~ = +. -~h=(x+-z_ )  
At At'[ h..t. f.h.] 
+'~-hu(u+-u- )+~ -(x+ +x_)  tt~: - (u+ +u_) u= j +O(A3).  (4.16) 
All terms in (4.16) are evaluated at (zj ,tn), and we have used the following expressions: 
f¢ -- f= + ~-  f== + O(Ax2), (4.17) 
Az 
fj -- fj-1 AX A~ = f~ - -Y  f "  + ° (A~) '  (4.1s) 
(ft)j±½ = f= 4"-~- [ f=] u"~ ~ + O(Az2). (4.19) 
x 
In order to make the scheme given by (4.5)-(4.6b) and (4.13)-(4.15) second order accurate, we 
must choose 
z+ - z_ = 0, (4.20) 
z+ + z_ = Ax, (4.21) 
u+ - u_ = O, (4.22) 
u+ + u_ = O, (4 .23)  
so that Equation (4.16) yields 
u+At(h -y~)+-~- -  -5 -  ttu~J~ ~ ~ - '2  ~ 
and using f= = ff ux, Equation (4.24) gives 
At 2 At ~ 
u + At (h - f=) + T (h - f=) hu - -~-  ((h - f=) f')=. (4.25) 
Equation (4.25) is of the correct form as can be seen by comparison with (4.4). Thus, solving 
Equations (4.20)-(4.23), we obtain 
Az 
x±= 2 ' u+=0.  (4.26) 
Therefore, the second order algorithm given by (4.5)-(4.6b), (4.13)-(4.15) and (4.26) becomes 
(At 
4 4 
where 
At At 
(h,)~½ - h.,(zj, uT) , and 
h j ,½=h zj'4-.-~-,u . 
(4.27a) 
(4.27b) 
(4.27c) 
(4.27d) 
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Equation (4.27a) can be rewritten as 
.~+1 = u# + 1 + ~-  (h.)#_~ - v#_½ 
( A, )(A, (u,~+, uD) 
+ ½ 1 - vj+½ + -~- (hu)j+} hi+½ - vj+½ - 
1(  1 +At ) (At (U~--U~_l)) -~  -.#_~ -~-(~,,)#_½ h#_½-v#_~ 
(4.28a) 
or 
At 
_1_ (1 + vj+½ + --~ (hu)j+½)(At hi+½--V,+½ (u,"+l-u~)) 2 
If we compare Equations (4.28a,b) with (3.10a,b), we can consider the scheme given by (4.27a-d) 
as based on the cell [zj-1, zi]. Moreover, we can consider the scheme as consisting of an increment 
stage ~ together with a transfer stage e: 
=~_+i ~ = u~_~ + =#_~, 
. ;+ i  = . ;  + ~_~ _ ~_~,  
u;_+~ = ,,;,_, +,p~_~ - ~_~,  
,,~'+~ = u~' + =#_~, 
~j_½ >0, (4.29a) 
vj_½ < O, (4.29b) 
where 
¢#_½ = 1 + -~- (h,)j_½ h#_½ - vj_½ 
At 
(4.30a) 
(4.30b) 
It is the form given by (4.29a)-(4.30b) that would be used for computational purposes. (See 
Figure 2 for a schematic representation.) 
cj_~ cj..~ 
n+l ~j..~ 
n 1 ~  1 1 ~f~'~ l  
j -1  j j -1  j 
uj_~ < 0 vj...~ > 0 
Figure 2. Schematic repre~ntatlons of the second order scheme. 
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We can also write Equations (4.29a)-(4.30b) in a way similar to the first order scheme (3.9), 
and this is necessary in order to extend the scheme to systems, although the implementation f 
such an extension is as straightforward asthat above 
(1 + At (h")J-++) ( At vj+- ++ "2- i/ _ 
+ l+.-~--(h.)j+++ At ~+' 
l/j+++ 
- -~ (1 -  ll/j-++ l + ~--'t (h-)j-++) ( At 
At h \ (At • + (' - I",-+ I+ +< .,),-+) + 
+ ½ (I-ll/j+++ + ~--t (hu)+++++) ( At 
-+(1 - I+++ + -l--~(h.)j+++) (At 
Written cell-wise, Equation (4.31) becomes 
( -  
,.Jj_l --" . j _ l  "ac 1 + --~-- (hu)./_ ++ Atl/j_++hj_++ 
- ½ (1 - ll/j-++ l "I" ~--'t (h-)j- ++) ( At 
At h \ (At ½ (1-I~,-+I+7~ .),-,) + k 
hi_++ - l/j+_++ (.~t _ .in_l) ) 
hi+++ - l/-,+,+ (-j"+ x - "7)) 
l/j_++ +j-+ - ++_+ (-P --+-1) 
l/J- ++~-+ hi_+-+-++ (.p-.p_,)) 
~++ . ) 
l/J+++ hi+++ -- l/~++.~ (" j+ l  -- "~) 
- ) uj+++ _ . 
l/J++ hi++ - ~+++ (" j+ l  - "7)  • 
- ~-++ (u7 - "j"-l)) 
) ~-++ . l/J-++ hi_++ -~_++ ("7 -"~-1) 
"J-+ - ~*-++ ("~'- "~'-,)/, 
l/j-++ / 
(4.31) 
(4.32a) 
I + I( +I u~+l _..~ .~. 1 + "~- (hu)j_½ At - -  hi_½ - ~+_½ (.~ - "j- l)  vj_½ 
( + / (+-+ ) _ !  1 -  vj_½l+-~-(he)j_½ At- -h j -½-~+½ ("~--"Y-1) (4.32b) 
2 L'-++ 
I + ) (++ - +½ 1-l~+_+l+y(~.),_+ ~, ,,_+-~_+(.~-J--l) l/j-++ 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented a second order scheme for a scalar conservation law with a source term. 
This represents an extension of well-known schemes for homogeneous equations, and the resulting 
scheme has been written in a simple 'increment' and 'transfer' form. Importantly, it is clear 
where the source terms should be evaluated, and in a subsequent paper, we extend the scheme 
to hyperbolic systems of conservation laws. 
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